
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
SDSI Announces UnForm version 7.0 
 
SACRAMENTO, CA – USA -- Synergetic Data Systems, Inc. (SDSI) has announced 
the availability of UnForm version 7.0, the latest release of its popular 
smart laser forms and document delivery software tool.  
 
UnForm is a platform-independent, client-server software tool for UNIX, 
Linux, and Windows. It allows value-added-resellers, software developers and 
integrators to incorporate advanced forms and document management features 
into existing mainline business software applications without programming and 
modifications to software code.  
 
"The release of version 7.0 clearly moves UnForm into the category of a full-
fledged document management solution", states John R. Wilson, SDSI's director 
of sales and marketing. "With the addition of document archiving and image 
management components that seamlessly integrate with the base UnForm feature-
set, our customers can now leverage their investment in forms enhancement and 
document delivery technology to take further advantage of the efficiencies 
gained from electronic processing of key business documents." 
 
In addition to the new archiving and image manager components, which are 
offered as options to the base UnForm software license, version 7.0 has a 
number of other new features and enhancements to the base software to 
increase its functionality and usefulness. The most significant include: 
 

• POSTSCRIPT printer compatibility; 
• new Windows Support Server component for enhanced platform inter-

operability, such as graphic image conversion, access to the free MSFAX 
faxing engine, and ODBC connectivity support;  

• new IMAGES command and pdf-to-image function for attaching tiled 
graphic images to source documents; 

• a number of new get-file functions for streamlining the retrieval of 
text data from outside of job print-streams; 

• new print-stream page array handling functions that simplify smart-form 
processing. 

 
 
SDSI markets UnForm and other software tools through an international network 
of resellers, developers and integrators. Other SDSI products include the 
GENERAL report writer, sdOffice, dServe, and MAILCALL. Visit SDSI’s website 
at http://www.synergetic-data.com for more information about UnForm, other 
SDSI products, and marketing programs. 
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